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Delicacy Character

First of all you need to think how the features of your 
delicacy will show in your character: is your charac-
ter a human with delicacy themed clothing? Is the 
character a delicacy with face and limbs? Or is your 
character half animal and half delicacy? Think also 
what is your character’s temperament like: is it savory, 
happy, hot-headed, morning person… How do you 
show these features in your character? If you want 
to find extra inspiration you can search online words 
“food chibi” or “food character”?

- Sketch your character on one layer. Sketch your 
character’s posture: what is the body shape of your 
character and in what positions your character’s hands 
and legs are? Does the character have something in 
its hands?

- Draw the character’s outlines on another layer. Add 
details and think how the delicacy part of your char-
acter shows in them: are the clothes of the character 
made out of this food? Does the delicacy affect the 
face and expression of your character? Or could there 
be some delicacy clutter?

- Color your character on third layer. Think how the 
colors of the delicacy show in your character.

- Add lights and shadows on fourth layer. Think 
where the light comes from and add the shadows to 
the other side.

- Color background on its own layer.
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What do you need
Tablet or smartphone.
Some drawing app (for example Autodesk SketchBook, Tayasui 
Sketches or Procreate).
Delicacy from your home.

Approaches to learning 

Practice character design.
Explore food from different perspective.
Test digital drawing with layers.

Info - Background

Character design is a part of larger artistic phenomenon called 
concept art. Concept art means graphic design (characters, back-
grounds etc.) made for video games or movies. If you want to take 
a a look for other people’s concept art Art Station is a good web 
page for that.

https://www.artstation.com/

